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Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS) offerings have been a staple of the “underground” for many years now. From TOX to SATAN to Petya and beyond,

Ransomware As A Service: Meet Project Root

We recently came across a new offering known as ‘Project Root’. This service, like many others, requests a low, “up front” fee to get started. From t

Project Root payloads are written in Golang, and thus resemble previous (similar) threat families like LockerGoga. Payloads written in Golang are of

Project Root: How Much Does It Cost?

Project Root is available in two versions. The ‘standard” version (initially) costs $150 USD up front, payable in bitcoin (BTC), and allows for unlimited

allows for better ‘support , longer term of free updates, and increased evasion options. Buyer

The “Pro” version has been advertised all along but appears to have of�cially “launched” as of October 17th.

How To Build Ransomware Binaries

For users of the service, building binaries is very straightforward. The RaaS customers need only specify the desired architecture (x86 or x64) along

This builder interface is also used to access speci�c decrypters for either Linux or Windows platforms (also provided in x86 and x64 varieties)

The “How to Use” section also serves as the service’s FAQ section. While seemingly straightforward, it does reveal that the actor behind this is mos

Teething Trouble or Scamming the Scammers?

It is also interesting to note that until recently (on or around October 14th), the ransomware payloads we analyzed did not work. All the samples we

There is quite a large ‘scam the scammer” market on the ‘Deep Web’ and other dark corners of the threat landscape. There are scammers out there

When we �rst encountered these executables, and located the corresponding portal for the RaaS service, this was our �rst thought. However, it turn

Inside The Ransomware Payload

The generated Ransomware payloads are written in Golang.   

Project Root’s payloads follow in the footsteps of other, similar, ransomware families also written in Golang such as LockerGogoa and shifr .

The samples we have analyzed to date are delivered in an unpacked state. Golang binaries tend to be somewhat large (over 1MB) and therefore you

Functionally, there is nothing ground-breaking or novel about the executables generated via Project Root. Upon execution, the code will perform a f

ec2-3-18-214-41[.]us-east-2[.]compute[.]amazonaws.com (3[.]18[.]214[.]41).

If successful, the executable will communicate a base64 encoded string to the remote host. The encoded string contains identi�able details of the 

Files are encrypted using AES-256. The samples we have analyzed only appear to target the following 195 speci�c �le types for encryption.

odt, ods, odp, odm, odc, csv, odb, doc, docx, docm, wps, xls, xlsx, xlsm, xlsb, xlk, ppt, pptx, pptm, mdb

Once encryption occurs, affected �les are given a .Lulz extension. The desktop background is changed to an image which instructs the victim to re

The background image is pulled from the following URL:

hxxps[:]//i.postimg[.]cc/pdbqqS5P/new.jpg

The ransom note simply provides instructions on whom to email for details on decryption along with a corresponding uniquely identifying key. At th

The threat also attempts to clear out local event logs (Windows version), as well as attempts to install a new root certi�cate. The certi�cate installat

Defending Against Project Root and Ransomware As a Service

SentinelOne Endpoint Protection is capable of fully preventing malicious binaries generated by the Project Root service across platforms. In scenar

Of course, aside from having a strong security solution in place, user education and a well-established Disaster Recovery Plan/Business Continuity 

Conclusion

It is always good to stay aware and keep up to date with the types of malware and ransomware services that are currently available, as well as the e

Indicators of Compromise (IOCs):
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MITRE ATT&CK

T1130 – Install Root Certi�cate

T1486 – Data Encrypted for Impact (Ransomware)

T1089 – Disabling Security Tools

T1497 – Virtualization/Sandbox Evasion

Like this article? Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube or Facebook to see the content we post.
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